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New Features in the Vortex Phase Diagram ofYBa2Cu3O72d
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Magnetic and transport measurements have been performed in high quality YBa2Cu3O72d single
crystals. We demonstrate for the first time that the magnetization peak line in the phase diagram of
YBa2Cu3O72d, HpsT d exhibits an impressive similarity with the equivalent line for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8.
Our results show not only a similar temperature dependence but also an almost identical response to
oxygen doping and a correlation to the multicritical point. At high temperatures we observe a previously
unreported splitting of the magnetization peak. [S0031-9007(97)03985-9]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.72.Bk
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Extended theoretical and experimental efforts to unde
stand the vortex phase diagram in the high temperat
superconducting oxides have led to as yet unexplained
sults. Contrary to serious arguments against the existe
of a first order transition [1], in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 neutron
diffraction and local Hall probe measurements [2] giv
evidence for such a transition line. In YBa2Cu3O72d,
transport measurements give a first order transition e
dence [3], while a specific heat verdict appears to be mo
conclusive [4]. At the same time, the vortex phases th
first order transition separates are still under discussi
In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 the transition is more likely to be an
evaporation of vortex liquid (decoupling) [5] or a sublima
tion of vortex solid [6], to uncorrelated pancakes. Comin
to YBa2Cu3O72d, the candidacy of solid-to-liquid melting
for the first order transition [3,4] is still unchallenged.

Another intriguing feature is the magnetic hysteres
anomaly observed in these oxides, namely, the increase
magnetization with magnetic field. In the past, propos
explanations have attributed the peak in magnetizati
to sample inhomogeneities, to a 3D to 2D vortex lattic
transition, or to a crossover between bulk pinning an
surface barriers [7]. In a recent study of the pha
diagram in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 [8] it has been suggested tha
the peak effect there is produced by an unpreceden
thermodynamic transition of the flux line lattice. In a
less anisotropic material, like YBa2Cu3O72d, the reported
peak in the magnetization, the “fishtail” peak, is s
broad that it is unlikely to result from a relatively shar
thermodynamic vortex phase transition. In this Lett
we map the peak position on the vortex phase diagra
of YBa2Cu3O72d. We show for the first time that the
resulting line can be directly related to the equivale
one in the phase diagram of Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, exhibiting
surprisingly similar temperature dependence and respo
to different oxygen doping. This universality is furthe
strengthened when, combining transport and magne
measurements, we find that the magnetization peak
YBa2Cu3O72d correlates to the multicritical point.

The single crystals investigated were grown by a co
ventional self-flux method, using Y-stabilized zirconi
0031-9007y97y79(11)y2121(4)$10.00
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crucibles, a method that gives crystals of very high p
rity s>99.9%d. The high quality of the crystals inves
tigated is further demonstrated by the observation
intrinsic pinning in magnetic measurements and curre
induced organization of vortex motion [9], both phenom
ena extremely sensitive to disorder. The details of t
growth, oxygenation, and detwinning processes are
scribed in Ref. [10]. We studied both twinned (TW) an
detwinned (DT) crystals with various oxygen content
6.91 for crystals TW1, TW2, TW3, and DT2; crysta
DT1 with oxygen contents of 6.90 (DT1A), 6.93 (DT1B)
and 6.96 (DT1C); finally DT3 with 6.93 (DT3B) and
6.96 (DT3C) [11]. For the detwinned crystals, polarize
light microscopy revealed a surface fraction of misalign
phase of less than 1%. The magnetic width of the s
perconducting transition of all crystals isDTc , 0.3 K.
The oxygen concentration of the crystals has been
signed using data of Lagraff and Payne [12]. Thickness
have been estimated using the mass and the theore
density of6.8 gycm3. Magnetic hysteresis measuremen
were carried out on a 12 T vibrating sample magnetom
ter and transport measurements were performed usin
conventional four point ac method, with a resolution o
5 nV and in a field range of up to 14 T. Contacts to th
samples were made by applying narrow pads of Ag epo
on the crystal surface and curing for 1 h. In order
prevent change of oxygen content, the curing temperat
was chosen equal to the annealing temperature.

Figure 1 reveals a new feature in the magnetic behav
of YBa2Cu3O72d crystals. Data in this figure are from the
same crystal but for two oxygen concentrations (DT1
and DT1B). Figure 1(a) shows magnetic hysteresis loo
at various temperatures, from 60 to 78 K in steps
2 K and for magnetic fieldsH k cd up to 12 T. These
data are consistent with those reported in the literatu
by many groups [13]: The position of the main pea
in magnetization goes to lower magnetic field valu
with increasing temperature. Figure 1(b) shows simil
data for the same crystal but with a higher oxyge
concentration. The hysteresis loops of Fig. 1(b) a
taken from T  60 K to T  72 K in steps of 2 K.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2121
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FIG. 1. Magnetic hysteresis loops of the same crystal but f
two oxygen concentrations. Temperatures are as indicate
the outerM-H loop is taken at 60 K and for the inner ones
temperature is increased by steps of 2 K. Inset showsM-H
loops close to the melting line.

The magnetization peak position occurs at higher fie
values as compared to Fig. 1(a). AtT  60 K the
peak position changes by as much as 2 T; this lar
variation is a result of only a small change in the
oxygen concentration. In addition, the main peak spli
up into two peaks at high temperature. For this cryst
the peak Pl , which occurs at low field, is observed
only in a narrow temperature range. The second pe
Ph, which occurs at higher magnetic field, narrow
with increasing temperature and its position shifts t
higher field values. The inset in Fig. 1(b) represents th
peak Ph at T  72 K and T  74 K. The peaks are
remarkably sharp for global magnetization measuremen
and the maximum hysteresis width is strongly temperatu
dependent:DMmaxs72 KdyDMmaxs74 Kd ø 4. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first time that such feature
have been reported.

Figure 2(a) demonstrates how the fishtail magnetiz
tion peak builds up with decreasing temperature from 7
to 72 K in crystal TW1. Before going any further, we
must stress that at high temperaturessT . 65 Kd we have
shown [14] that vortices are not localized to twin planes
There is no dependence of the magnetization on the an
2122
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FIG. 2. (a) Hysteresis width vs applied field at 74 K and thr
magnetic sweep rates, for crystal DT2. (b) Hysteresis width
applied field at the indicated temperatures. Inset showsM-H
loop of crystal TW1, at 75 K and for two sweep rates.

between the applied magnetic field and the twin plan
Thus, twin planes do not localize vortices in theV -I win-
dow probed by magnetization measurements. Figure
clearly shows that the magnetic anomaly is a two s
process. In this interesting crystal, we see how the
peaksPl and Ph evolve with decreasing temperature b
fore they merge to form the commonly named fishtail,
lower temperatures. Contrary to detwinned crystals,
peakPl in microtwinned crystals survives and is observ
in a broader temperature range; in some of them, up
5 K below Tc. The inset depicts two hysteresis loops
T  75 K and for two magnetic field sweep rates (a
due to the field sweep rate and electric field equivalen
for two different voltage criteria): 3 and20 mTys. The
peakPl separates two different relaxation regimes. T
maximum magnetic moment producing the peakPh is ob-
served to be strongly dependent not only on tempera
as shown above, but also on the field sweep rate. Ind
Fig. 2(b) exhibits at 74 K identical response of the tw
peaks, but for a detwinned crystal. In our measureme
we have varied the sweep rate in the maximum availa
window, 3 to20 mTys, obtaining always the same resu
The lower field peakPl marks the onset of an increase
relaxation rate and the position of the higher field peakPh

is voltage criteria independent.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the magnetization peak positio

of microtwinned and detwinned crystals with the sam
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FIG. 3. Position, in theH-T plane, of the magnetization peak
line for twinned and detwinned crystals of the same oxyge
stoichiometry. Also represented are the melting lines, fo
crystal DT2, deduced from transport measurements with vario
voltage criteria. Arrows are a guide to the eye for magnet
data of DT2 and multicritical point.

oxygen concentration. In order to get the magnetic pe
positions of microtwinned crystals at low temperature
sT , 65 Kd, hysteresis loops have been carried out wit
a magnetic field tilted away from twin planes by an angl
of 10±. This angle is enough [14], in this temperatur
range, for vortices to break loose from twin plane
and interact with them at points. At high temperatur
both peaksPl and Ph are represented. Also shown in
Fig. 3 is the melting line of crystal DT2, deduced from
magnetotransport measurements withH k c as described
in Ref. [3]. A rapid drop of resistance observed at
well defined pointsHm, Tmd in the H-T plane for applied
field H , Hcp was assigned [3] to a melting first order
transition. ForH . Hcp, the resistive transition broadens
and the melting line becomes voltage criteria depende
The magnetic fieldHcp plays the role of a multicritical
point where the first order transition terminates, bein
replaced by a continuous, probably second order, solid-
liquid transition [3,15]. For this crystal the broadening o
the resistive transition takes place abovem0Hcp  4.5 T.
Following Fig. 3, we observe that this value is about th
same as the magnetic field position of the peakPh close
to the melting line. This correlation of the peak field
position to the multicritical point has not been previousl
reported. Measurements on twinned crystals, but with
magnetic field tilted away from twin planes by an angl
of 7.5± (for the same reasons as above), lead to simil
results.

Recently it was shown experimentally that the pea
effect in YBa2Cu3O72d is due to an elastic to plastic creep
crossover [16], marking the nucleation of topologica
defects in the vortex system. Our results clarify eve
further the situation. We obtained a perfect fit for th
position of peak Pl in the phase diagram, with the
theoretical temperature dependence of the peak posit
resulting from the dislocations mediated plastic cree
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model [16]: BpsTd ~ f1 2 sTyTcd4ga, with a  2 [11].
However the fit is unsuccessful at lower temperature
before the splitting of the fishtail peak. Indeed, Abulafi
et al. [16] considered the model only in the temperatu
regime thatPl appears (around 80 K).

Thus, it becomes clear that the aforementioned mo
cannot account for the appearance of the peak at low
temperatures, before its splitting, andPh. This resulting
crossover line in the phase diagram,HpsTd, exhibits on
its own a surprising similarity with the equivalent, pea
effect line for Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. Lately, it was proposed
[15,17] thatHpsT d separates two distinct solid phases:
weakly disordered quasilattice associated with the Bra
glass phase [17] and a highly disordered entangled so
at higher fields [15]. These two phases, together with t
liquid phase, connect to a multicritical pointsHcp, Tcpd
[15]. In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, due to the sharpness of thi
vertical transition it was suggested that it represen
a second order thermodynamic transition [8]. Comin
back to our particular case, the additional observati
of a voltage criteriaindependentpeak, correlating to the
multicritical point, seems to reinforce this scenario.
the comparison with Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 one should also take
into account the striking similarity in the temperatur
behavior ofHpsT d in the phase diagram (Fig. 3). As in
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 [8] the same nonmonotonic temperatur
dependence is observed. We went further and stud
the response ofHpsT d to different oxygen stoichiometry.
Oxygen doping decreases the out-of-plane anisotropyg,
leading to more isotropic samples. In Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 it
was shown by Khaykovichet al. [8] that oxygen doping
shiftsHpsT d to higher fields in the phase diagram.

Figure 4 illustrates the magnetic peak positions,
the phase diagram, for different oxygen concentratio
Data are from (two) crystals DT1A, DT1B, DT1C, an
DT2. Though it is difficult to obtain the exact value
of the oxygen concentration ford close to 0, the final
oxygen concentration of the crystals, as is common
accepted [10,18], depends systematically on the annea

FIG. 4. Position, in theH-T plane, of the magnetization peak
line, HpsTd, and the melting line terminated at the multicritica
point, for crystals with different oxygen concentrations.
2123
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temperature. Therefore, it increases undoubtedly
indicated in Fig. 4. As depicted,HpsT d shifts system-
atically and reversibly up and down in magnetic field
with the oxygen concentration increasing and decreasi
respectively. Similarly with Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, the non-
monotonic temperature dependence ofHpsT d strengthens
with oxygen doping. Also in Fig. 4 is the melting line
for two different oxygen concentrations of crystal DT3
DT3B and DT3C. At an oxygen content of 6.93 the mu
ticritical point is found at 7 T, in agreement withHpsT d.
By doping the melting line is pushed upwards. We varie
the field up to 11 T; however, no sign of broadenin
of the resistive drop at the first order transition wa
observed. This response provides impressive evide
for the universality of the phase diagram in the high-Tc

superconducting oxides with weak random point disord
Theoretically, the field-driven transition of the vorte

lattice is still not fully understood [15]. It involves disor-
der induced relative displacements of the order ofa0, the
vortex lattice spacing, and finally permutation of neigh
boring vortices. The resulting configuration of twiste
vortices can be characterized as an entangled solid [1
Loss of translational and topological order of the vorte
matter leads to the domination of dislocations. On th
contrary, the existing Bragg glass phase below the tran
tion retains translational order at long distances and p
fect topological order [17]. Very recently it was pointe
out that for the destruction of the Bragg glass not on
the appearance of dislocations is important, but also
length scales that these dislocations appear relatively
a0 [19]; in this frame, a scenario was proposed fo
YBa2Cu3O72d which explains the peak effect at fields
lower than the multicritical point. Our measuremen
strongly suggest that exactly as predicted by Giamarc
et al. [19], at high temperatures, thermally induced un
bound dislocations invade the vortex system first at lar
length scales compared toa0, affecting the critical cur-
rent and producing a peak effect. However, the first ord
transition and the field-driven transition to the entangle
state remain unaffected, since the relevant and import
length scale for these transitions isa0.

In conclusion, combining magnetic and transport da
we demonstrated for the first time that the magnetizati
peak lineHpsT d in the phase diagram of YBa2Cu3O72d

represents a well defined crossover which shifts to high
2124
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fields with oxygen doping and temperature, always cor
lating to the multicritical point. Our results show a su
prising similarity with results for the highly anisotropic
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8, supporting the universality of the phas
diagram for high-Tc superconducting oxides.
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